North Coast Tanks are Engineer Designed and built to Australian Standards
Australian quality standards including AS3735 – Concrete Structures for Retaining Liquids and AS3600 – Concrete
Structures. North Coast Tanks are also licenced by the Queensland Building and Construction Commission (QBCC)

Over 40 years’ experience.
North Coast Tanks was established by the late Don Schneider in 1978. Although the business has grown over the
years, Don’s son Craig still ensures it is run with the same integrity and family values.

Proven method of Construction.
Don Schneider developed his own method of constructing on site, in-situ reinforced concrete tanks and built many
using his own design. After taking over this business Craig has modernised the original system and directed the
business with more modern products supported by documentation, & standardisation still utilising the original
process and skills developed by his father.

Seamless Construction resulting in no joins/welds or cold joints.
North Coast Tanks use Shotcrete to build their Concrete Water Tanks. This process involves pneumatic projection of
concrete so that compaction is achieved on the receiving surface. Using this method for placing concrete combines
all the benefits of cast in place concrete with higher strength and durability because of the in-place compaction. This
results in a seamless final product minimising any chance of the tank splitting or Rupturing.
Left: The aftermath at Kawana Hospital
when a large steel water tank ruptured
in October 2015 releasing almost 3
million litres of water. Witnesses said it
was like a “Tsunami” and they were
lucky to be alive.

Provides safe, cool, clean drinking water.
Concrete tanks have historically been considered to produce superior quality drinking water because the great
thermal mass of the tank provides a stable water temperature. This means less warm spots, and therefore less algal
blooms. It is also often commented that concrete tank water has a nicer taste.

Can be above or buried below ground.
All of our Concrete Tanks can be above or below ground. North Coast Tanks can Engineer and re-enforce your roof in
order to be buried and or have vehicle driven over the top of them.

Enquire Now (07) 5445 9514, sales@northcoasttanks.com.au

